The focus of Bioinformatics research is usually on two aspects-genomics and proteomics, specifically, it's starting from nucleic acid and protein sequences, analyzing the structural and functional biological information expressed in the sequences. Biological sequence alignment is one of the common problems, the NeedlemanWunsch algorithm based on dynamic programming is the most basic algorithm, and Edit Distance(Levenshtein Distance) algorithm is also widely used in DNA sequence alignment. Nowadays, there are large amount of improvements on the Needleman-Wunsch algorithm, while few on Edit Distance algorithm, so this paper focuses on revealing the effects of parallel design on optimizing the Edit Distance algorithm, and it also compares the two algorithms' different significances in DNA sequence alignment objectively.
Introduction
The early study of biology is the sequence alignment [1] [2] , modern biology considers that the constantly changing of the nucleic acid and protein sequences forms the foundation of the biological evolution. We can study the similarities among the modern molecular sequence to derive the process of evolution. Similarity [3] refers to the ratio of the same nucleotide or amino acid sequences between the source sequence and target sequence during the sequence alignment. Homology [3] means the sequences are formed through a divergent evolution from a same ancestor. We use the sequence alignment to find the similarities, and then to study the homology of sequences.
Double sequence alignment contains global alignment [1] and local alignment [1] .The typical algorithm of global alignment is the Needleman-Wunsch algorithm based on dynamic programming, it fits the research of two sequences that have a high degree of similarity at the global level; The basic algorithm of local alignment is the Smith-Waterman algorithm, it's for the study of two sequences that are in low degree of genetic relationship and Efficient Parallel Design for Edit distance algorithm in DNA Sequence Alignment 33 do not have similarities on the whole but in some small areas there exists similarities. In this paper we do not focus on the local alignment.
Dynamic programming algorithm [4] is dividing a problem into several smaller problems, and getting the results of the smaller problems to construct the final result of the big problem. Dynamic programming fits for the case that the sub-problems are not independent, which means containing public sub-problems. Dynamic programming algorithm is often applied to optimization problems, such problems may have many feasible solutions, each solution has a value, and we hope to find an optimal (maximum or minimum) value of the solution.
When we use dynamic programming algorithm in DNA sequence alignment, its core idea is to use iterative methods to calculate the similarity score of two sequences and to store the scores in a scoring matrix, based on the matrix we can turn back to find the optimal sequence alignment. We hope to find the best match to get the bioinformatics information contained in the sequences, and then it can provide the optimal result for our further study.
Edit Distance algorithm [5] is also based on dynamic programming algorithm, it is widely used in the comparison of strings, but we can take DNA sequences as strings made up of bases, it has a strong applicability to the sequences that having a high degree of similarity at the global level, and we can improve the efficiency by using parallel design.
Edit Distance algorithm

The definition of Edit Distance algorithm
Edit Distance algorithm can be also called Levenshtein Distance algorithm, it was put forward by Russian scientist Vladimir Levenshtein in 1965, its definition is as follows:
For the given two strings X and Y, the edit distance between X and Y-  Y X D , is defined as the minimum required number of editing operations using the following three editing operations to convert string X to Y: ○ 1 delete a character from string X(or Y); ○ 2 insert a character into string X(or Y); ○ 3 replace a specified character in string X(or Y).
  Y X
D , also has the following properties: ○ 1 Non-negative:
The process of Edit Distance algorithm
In the global alignment of DNA sequence, as there is a high degree of similarity at the global level, we can take the DNA sequences as strings, and then we can use the Edit Distance algorithm to study the similarity, we can also turn back to get the process of the matching [6] .
Similar with the Needleman-Wunsch algorithm, we have to construct a matrix to record the alignment of the two DNA sequences, the two DNA sequences are taken as the two-dimensional of the matrix, but different from the Needleman-Wunsch algorithm, the values in the matrix are not the similarities of the sequences but represent the number required to convert string X to Y.
The score function of Needleman-Wunsch algorithm [7] is as (1) , the values of the matrix are calculated according to (2) , while x and y represent the character in the sequences, S and T represent the given DNA sequences,   j i M , means the value of the matrix. 
While in the Edit Distance algorithm we use (3) as score function, and we use (4) to calculate the values of the matrix.
Comparison of the two algorithms
Take the strings S=catgt and T=acgctg as an example, the results are shown in Fig. 1 and Fig. 2 We can see that compared to the Needleman-Wunsch algorithms, edit distance algorithm destroy the original features of the DNA sequences larger, we should improve the algorithm.
Parallel design for Edit Distance algorithm with k-differences
The principle of Edit Distance algorithm with k-differences
In order to prevent the damage to the original features of the DNA sequences, we introduce the Edit Distance algorithm with k-differences [4] .It means for any given newly discovered DNA sequence of length m and source DNA sequence of length n, m<n, give a positive integer k, m k   0 , to find the end location j with the edit distance less or equal to k letting the newly discovered DNA sequence match the source sequence,
The values of the k-differences edit distance matrix are calculated according to (5) .
Take the source string S=catggacctgac and newly discovered string T=ggac, k=1 as an example, the results are shown in Fig. 3 . The number circled by the red color means the newly discovered DNA sequence matching the source sequence with the edit distance less or equal to 1.We can change the positive integer k to get an acceptable similarity to study the relationship between the DNA sequences. This method can also be used in local alignment.
Efficient parallel design for Edit Distance algorithm with k-differences
The time complexity of Edit Distance algorithm with k-differences is still  
are known so we can parallel computing the values on this "anti-diagonal".
Analysis shows there are n+m+1 "anti-diagonals" and the max number of elements on any anti-diagonal is m+1.
In order to reduce storage space, we use three vectors named L, PL, PP to store values of the elements on the Lth, PLth, PPth "anti-diagonals" with the size m+1, the parallel algorithm is as follows: ○ 1 initialize the vectors' values, and PL[0] is constant 1. ○ 2 from L=2 to n+m, calculate the number of the elements on the Lth "anti-diagonals", there are three conditions :
parallel computing the values of the elements on the Lth "anti-diagonals", according to (6) .
○ 4parallel advance :
  ○ 5 output the result. While parallel computing we detect the fact that several processors need to read the same data at the same time ,so we can use the PRAM-CREW(parallel random access machine with concurrent read and exclusive write) model [8] , because under this model concurrent read conflict can be dealt with in a short time.
Performance Prediction
By analyzing we know that the time complexities of Needleman-Wunsch algorithm and Edit Distance algorithm are   
conclusion
In this paper, we study the double sequences alignment algorithms in Bioinformatics, dynamic programmingbased Edit Distance algorithm is applied to sequence alignment, and we compared the Needleman-Wunsch algorithm with the traditional Edit Distance algorithm, based on this situation we put forward the Edit Distance algorithm with k-differences to save time and improve efficiency. After the parallel optimization, the Edit Distance algorithm with k-differences can also be used in local alignment and it prevents the damage to the original features of the DNA sequences, so the algorithm has a high significance in application. We can also put it into the use of protein sequence alignment and get further improvement.
